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HONORING OUR OWN
support.
An
economics
classroom was
named for him
at a luncheon
attended
by
family, students,
faculty and the
administration
of the school.
After which, he
was given a
personal tour of
the campus.

October seventh was a day of adventure, excitement and reflection
for our own Ralph Moor, P.C. He
was honored by South Georgia
College for his many years of

Ralph
developed an outline
for a course to
be taught in his
newly
named
classroom to teach young people to
stay out of debt and live debt free
lives.
He urges them to make
money your servant and not your
master. These and other words of
wisdom are included in his
“Immutable Laws of Economics”,
was quoted by the President of the
college at the luncheon.
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There is no greater
freedom than ours,
and no greater
pride than for those
who serve.

Ralph taught economics and was
the academic dean at South
Georgia College for three years in
the late forties following three years
in Washington D.C and Winder,
Georgia as executive secretary in
the office of Senator Richard B.
Russell.
It was a fitting honor for this spry
gentleman of 98 (going on 99). At
an age most of us will not get to, he
continues to lead the way. Well
done Ralph Moor.

Happy
Veterans
Day
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A KNIGHT IN THE BIG APPLE
Victor A. Mahoney - Editor Emeritus
“Happy 93rd Birthday! - Born on Armistice Day”

During the lengthy television coverage of the angry
Hurricane IRENE, I was jolted into surprise when
on to the screen came a shot of Grand Central Station in New York City. Its marble was gleaming in
the emptiness. Without wishing to do so, I was
taken back a few decades to a time when I used it
somewhat frequently. It was the fun of the place to
watch the human flow. One of the standouts was
the man whom I called Knight in the Big Apple. I
resurrected him as I saw him in what I wrote so
long ago. Ready?
At the time, I was at my Sunday morning best:
shaved, showered, fed, reasonably comfortable,
and only slightly impatient about my train. I
crouched on to a bench, gave up the thought of
reading in the dim light, and slyly began taking in
the sights and sounds.
He was diagonally across from me, hunched over,
gathering whatever warmth surrounded him. He
was in his forties, I’d say. I could make out that his
hair was dark and full and a bit curly. His stubble of
beard was dark. There was a robustness about
him that came through a rather unkempt appearance. I watched him chain smoke, the wobbly
cigarettes coming from hidden corners of his dirty
jacket. I was surprised to see the thickness of the
wrists, the steadiness of the hands. I expected him
to have the tremors, to be hacking stuff out of
chilled lungs, to be feverishly casting about for the
next touch, to be disgustingly annoying to all
around him. I could tell from his clothes and
manners that he was a Knight of the Big Apple, a
connoisseur of cheap wines and bad booze, a
seeker of hand-outs, a shareholder of hovels, a
man of independent means.
Well, he wasn’t exactly ready for an appearance as
a guest lecturer on deportment, but he did serve as
another lesson that generalizations about people
are rather tricky.
He was quite articulate, in a rambling sort of way.

He conned a cigarette out of an elderly gentleman
who had just sat on his right. He lit it from the stub
of the smoker on his left, and proceeded to give a
long and surprisingly lucid but pointless account of
his latest job search. His aging benefactor ignored
him, but our narrator went on anyway. Perhaps he
saw an audience that needed convincing because
he directed his remarks at a door beyond the old
man.
That task completed, he turned his attention to his
attire. First, he flicked imaginary lint from his
greasy, colorless corduroy pants and then lifted his
feet to snug up his blackened socks. Satisfied with
the lower extremities, he shrugged off his heavily
stained jacket, peeled off a ragged sweater to
reveal a dirty, yellowish white undergarment that
was split half way down the back. He scratched
himself delicately in select spots, rearranged the
upper garments and settled back to enjoy a
well-earned smoke.
His respite was brief. A woman took the now empty
spot to his left. She rattled open her NY TIMES.
Instantly alert to this new opportunity, he craned his
head toward her newspaper and read along with
her as he smoked. With a New Yorker’s indifference to such suffering she tolerated him. He billowed smoke past her face. He was patient and
polite. He didn’t ask for a section of the paper. Neither did he indicate that he wasn’t keeping up with
her speed reading.
I watched him until time for my train. I went back
and forth from amusement to fascination to disgust.
I had to fight that. Sure, he was dirty and unkempt
and unproductive, but he was still a man for all that.
He was doing no harm, making no demands, issuing no decrees. He was simply an honest bum.
Uncontrollably, I tried to catch his eye as I sat up to
go to my train. There was no eye contact. He was
too engrossed in his neighbor’s copy of “Spring
Fashions.”
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30th ANNUAL CELEBRATION OF VETERANS DAY PARADE
The Georgia Veterans Day Parade Association of
Atlanta, Inc. will be held on a Saturday,
November 12, 2011 this year. This annual parade
is the one of the largest Veterans Day parade in the
country and will wind down Peachtree Street from
Pine Street to International Blvd to Centennial Olympic Park. Our small group of volunteers coordinates
an all-day event beginning with a parade that starts
promptly at 11:11 am.
The mission of the Georgia Veterans Day Parade
Association of Atlanta, Inc., is to honor, support
and thank all who have served and are currently
serving in our Military. We accomplish these goals by
hosting the Nation's largest Veterans Day Parade,
promoting the truth that freedom is not free and exhibiting the belief of freedom through service.

The Veterans Day Parade starts at 11:11 am and VIPs
will meet prior to that time at a casual breakfast function at the Hilton Garden Inn on Baker Street beforehand. Transportation will be provided from hotel to
start of the Parade with police escort. All VIPS will
ride in Corvette cars after Grand Marshall who leads
the Veterans Day Parade. VIPSs will be let off at the
reviewing stand on the corner of COPD and Baker
Street by the World of Coca Cola. The Parade usually
last for an hour and a half.
Also, we also host the annual black tie Freedom Ball
that same evening starting at 6:00 pm at The Oceans
Ballroom of the Georgia Aquarium, with silent auction,
military ceremonies and dancing to sounds of swing
era Big Band music of Les Still Swinging Band. This
is a much anticipated night of celebration and camaraderie. Tickets are still available at $60 per person.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact:
Cecilia Miller at 404-518-3551
cecilia.miller@comcast.net
Kevin Miller at 404-518-0911.
kevin.1.miller@comcast.net
Further information is also available at our website,
www.gavetsdayparade.org.

On our special 30th anniversary, actor James Madio
and Ross McCall of the hit HBO TV mini-series,
“Band of Brothers” will lead this year’s Veterans Day
Parade with a fitting theme of “Honoring our Greatest Generation, our World War II Veterans”. Both
are passionate about our World War II veterans and
also serve on the board of the World War II Foundation. We are excited to showcase our community’s
immense gratitude to these heroes and their enduring legacy. They answered their Nations’ call in what
many have called the greatest war the world has ever
known. On this Veterans Day, our grateful nation
remembers the 16 million men and women who wore
the uniform of their country during WWII, and the 144
million who manned the home front Let us set this
special day to honor these men and women and to
pray that our nation’s memory of their service will
never fade.
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STRONG, WITH A HINT OF MILITARY SPIRIT
BRANDING THE ARMED FORCES, FROM COLOGNE TO CANES
By Christine Davenport
WASHINGTON POST

the firms are reputable and that the products are tasteful - no
sex, politics or booze - and made without child labor.

Nothing smells quite like a Marine.

The idea is simple brand management: promoting a positive
image.

Pungent with hints of the Parris Island swamp. The unmistakable notes of sweat-soaked combat boots and the earthy
musk of a well-dug trench. Isn't that the smell of a Marine?
Perhaps. But it's not what the officially licensed Marine
Corps cologne smells like. At $45 a bottle, "Devil Dog" is
far from eau de grunt. Instead it boasts a "finely crafted fusion of sandalwood, cedar and citric spices" that "stands as a
proud reminder of honor and tradition."
The Corps, like the Army, the Navy and the other branches
of the armed services, has realized that it is far more than the
world's premier fighting force. It is, like Coca-Cola and Apple and the University of Notre Dame, a good brand. A
brand that can move merchandise, from T-shirts to playing
cards to camouflage baby bibs.
There are Air Force bird feeders and Navy walking canes,
Army paintball guns and a Marine Corps hot sauce so spicy
it will "make you stand at attention." And, yes, there is cologne.
Ever since the draft was discontinued in 1973, the military
has had to sell itself to the general public, which has often
seen service as someone else's problem. But generally that
selling was done by the advertising executives who
produced recruiting commercials and the marketing consultants
who coined phrases such as "Army strong."
Now the services have entered the retail market, generating
an explosion of military-themed products that sell for tens of
millions of dollars annually - this year will net record sales
for the Army - and have attracted such corporate giants as
Under Armour, New Balance and Gillette.
For years, the services worked with private companies that
sold items such as T-shirts and mugs. But those agreements
were governed by relatively informal permission letters, and
the services didn't charge fees or collect royalties. Then in
2004, as the all-volunteer force was going through a recruiting crisis, Congress passed a law allowing the military to
keep the revenue it generated by issuing licenses and trademarks.
As a result, the services have created offices dedicated to
issuing licenses and making sure that slogans such as "The
Few. The Proud" and emblems such as the Corps' eagle,
globe and anchor are registered trademarks with legal protections, just like "The King of Beers" and the Nike swoosh.
The agreements the military now has with companies are
much more detailed and robust, ensuring, for example, that

So, Air Force vodka? Not going to happen.
Air Force Christmas stocking? It's only $22.95!
"U.S. Navy Alphabet Book"? "A is for aircraft carrier."
With a more formal procedure in place, an increasing
number of companies have signed up to do business with
the Defense Department in recent years, military licensing
officials said. In fiscal 2007, private retailers sold an
estimated $5 million in Army branded products. This year,
officials expect to sell $50 million worth, already generating more than $1.2 million in fees and royalties for the
Army. By law, the money pays for the operations of the
licensing program. Anything left over is mandated by
Congress to go to military morale and recreation programs.
Royalties the services collect can range from nothing for
small businesses to as much as 8 percent of net sales for
large corporations selling through major retailers.
As it turns out, soldiers, Marines, sailors and airmen have
the kind of cache that companies want. And the success of
the military's retailing efforts shows how far the armed
forces have come since the days after Vietnam, when so
many service members were treated with disdain.
The Army "is one of the most unique brands on the market
right now," said Jasen Wright, director of brand management for the Beanstalk Group, a licensing agency that
works for the Army (and Paris Hilton). "Consumers have a
strong affinity and a great pride for what the U.S. Army
stands for. . . . Retailers - Wal-Mart, Target - know it is very
attractive to consumers, and they want to make sure they
have it on the shelf."
Which means the market for these products is almost anyone: young boys smitten with G.I. Joe, high schoolers who
want to enlist, veterans and their family members, anyone
who wants to display his or her patriotism.
What makes the military brand so great is its "elasticity,"
Wright said. "You can put it on apparel or on a toy, and that
helps from a brand marketing point of view."
Roxanne Reed got the idea for a line of women's
accessories after attending an event for Marine Corps wives
that let them do their husbands' jobs for a day.
"I saw all these amazing colors," she said. "I thought it
would be a cool idea to have spouse gear - something for
the spouses - that would embody the pride of what our
husbands did."
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That's when it hit her: What the world needed was a camouflage handbag with pink-trimmed ruffles and a dog tag
ID badge. Thus, the Cammio-a-Gogo was born.
The company, Jane Wayne, took off, and soon she was
making Tough 'N' Tiny backpacks, which "hold your
child's treasures in military style," and Deployment Blues
candles, whose "fragrance has a masculine cologne aroma
to remind you of him while he's away from home."
A lonely wife could also perhaps spray a little Marine
Corps cologne, called "Devil Dog," to evoke memories.
There is also "Patton," a scent that Army officials said they
are in the process of licensing, which "defines masculinity
with a sensual, woodsy fragrance."
"If you smell the fragrance, and you thought about it, you
could probably guess which branch it would work with,"
said Eli Zafrani, a vice president at Parfumologie, the
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California company that manufactures the colognes.
"Everybody has a tie in some way to someone who has been
in the military, and it's a nice way to pay your respect."
So how do they smell? Pretty good, at least according to
Stephanie High, who works at the L'Occitane en Provence
boutique in Georgetown and was asked for her expert opinion.
"It's light, not too strong," she said after smelling "Devil
Dog."
"Patton," by contrast, is "sweeter" and "stronger."
"Stealth," the Air Force cologne, "is a little more delicate,"
she said. "It could be unisex."
But, ladies, even if the cologne could be worn by a woman,
there is no need go out and buy it. Parfumologie is thinking
about creating a feminine line of military perfumes, which
could soon be coming to a store near you.

WREATH’S ACROSS AMERICA

This is Post 134’s third year fully involved with the
planning and execution of WAA at Georgia National
Cemetery. Our very own member, Col Brent Bracewell,
will be the main speaker.
I urge you to make individual donations of $15 per wreath
as well. Post 134 will gather in mass for the December 10,
2011 ceremony, at noon. Mark your calendar today.
To donate online: http://www.wreathsacrossamerica.org/
Click on “Sponsor a Wreath” and follow directions. Do
not forget to identify Georgia National Cemetery
(GANCCA) or other cemetery of preference.

Additionally, you should select the sponsoring group ID:
GACAP130
This will ensure your wreath(s) goes to the correct cemetery
and for every two wreaths donated, WAA will add a third
wreath for free. This only occurs when you select a
sponsoring group ID.
To donate via mail: (Same rules apply above)

Wreaths Across America
P.O. Box 256
Harrington, ME 04643
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U.S. MEN AT WAR: BLACKBERRY’S AND iPADS ON THE AFGHAN FRONT
By John Wendle, Arghandab
TIME.COM

There are almost as many laptops as there are rifles scattered
around the 2nd Squad's sleeping
quarters in the old school at
Combat Outpost (COP) Kowall.
Mixed in with dust, sand,
helmets and 40-mm grenades are
Dells and MacBooks. The men
who started out in 2001 as Generation Kill have transformed into Generation iPod. As technology has become
miniaturized and more portable, U.S. soldiers have increasingly taken laptops, terabytes of movies and video-game
systems into war zones to kill downtime.
Private First Class Andrew Napoli, 21, took a BlackBerry, a
MacBook, an iPad, a PlayStation Portable video-game
system, a terabyte external hard drive and a cell phone to
Kandahar province's Arghandab River Valley when he was
deployed in August 2010 with the 3rd Platoon of Alpha
Company, 1st Battalion, 66th Armored Regiment, 2nd
Brigade Combat Team of the 4th Infantry Division. Napoli
says he spends a majority of his time on guard duty or foot
patrol. Now there is less fighting, he says, he sometimes
watches two or three movies a day.
It was a different situation last summer. For three months,
from August to October last year, the newly arrived soldiers
of the 3rd Platoon at COP Kowall were hit by Taliban fighters multiple times per day; foot patrols had frequent contact
with the enemy. "There was no sleep, no nothing besides
patrols, firefights and guard duty," Napoli says. Now,
fighting has given way to boredom and routine as the troop
surge has brought more stability to the valley. Surrounded
by high walls and barbwire in a battle zone that was once
one of the most violent in Afghanistan means there is not a
lot to do besides guard, patrol and sleep. But that is the old
Army. Now soldiers can watch movies on laptops and chat
with friends online.
"All there is to do here is watch movies and play video
games in your free time. It's nice for a couple hours to just
take your mind out of here. No matter what else you do:
you're working out, you're still at the gym at this COP; you
play video games, you're still playing video games at the
COP. But a movie is nice because you can just kind of sit
there. There have been times when I'd hang a sheet over my
bunk bed and sit there and watch a movie. Sometimes you'd
forget where you are and you'd pull back the sheet and be
like, 's--t, I'm still here,'" Napoli tells TIME.

A majority of the soldiers in the platoon brought laptops —
anticipating the monotony of counterinsurgency warfare. "I
kind of bought this laptop special for the tour because I
knew it'd get destroyed. I didn't want to buy a nice one, so
just got a $300 one," says Private First Class Sheldon Henry
as he watches a crime drama between patrols. "If they didn't
have their laptops?" says Sergeant Byren Gerber, the 2nd
Squad's leader, "they'd probably get in fights." The eyes of
Private First Class Greg Diette, who watches around 20
movies a week, open wide when he contemplates the question of what he would do without a laptop. "If I didn't have
it?" he says, pausing. "No idea."
But laptops, movies, video games and iPods are not the only
escapes. BlackBerrys have made an appearance in the combat zone as well. Of the roughly 30 soldiers in the platoon,
five of them have the devices (the soldiers pay the monthly
charges themselves). Napoli says he uses his "everyday. All
day." Napoli's wife sent the device to him so they could stay
in touch. "My wife updates me on her life. I listen mostly
because my daily life doesn't change basically. But we'll
send each other pictures once in a while so that we see each
other in some sort of way," he says.
But, even with all of the communications devices and ways
to keep in touch, Napoli says that during the heavy fighting
last year he did not tell his family what was happening. "My
wife knows stuff happens. They're following the news, but
if they would hear about it from me, they would think,
'O.K., that's really bad.'" The view that less information
about the fighting is better is shared by most of the other
soldiers. "I've never posted anything like, 'Oh, another firefight,' on Facebook," Private First Class Juan Lopez, 20,
tells TIME.
Even if they do not do a live update on firefights, with all of
the communications options out there — from Skype to
Google Talk to AIM — it has become easier and easier to
stay in constant touch. But this can present drawbacks —
and dangers — in a war zone. "I'm really attached to my
family. At one point, I would call home just about every
other day. I started getting homesick, and I felt like it was
interfering with my work. I'd be on patrol, and then I'd catch
myself thinking about my mother and my father or my sisters, my nieces and nephews — just not paying attention to
what's in front of me. So, I just quit calling home as much,"
says Lopez. Now, Lopez's family follows him on Facebook,
reading his status updates — a way to stay in touch with
less emotional commitment.
Other soldiers feel similar about all the methods they can
now use to communicate with home. "For me — all this
talk while I'm here — I hate it," says Napoli about his
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BlackBerry. "All the talking I do while I'm here, I don't like
it. I'd rather be here the entire year and every once in a while
just be like, 'Hey, I'm O.K.' If I didn't have this stuff, I'd be
fine with that because I like to focus on my work here and
pretend like the life back home doesn't even exist."
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actually took the time out of their day to sit down and
write," says Lopez, who has an ammo can full of saved letters. "A letter takes more time out of your day. E-mails and
messages on Facebook, or anything like that, you do it on
your phone. You know, you're sitting there while you're
driving and you can send a text or whatever. But a letter,
you have to write it, you have to wait for it."

The older guys in the platoon remember the Army before all
of the entertainment and communications options were available — before all of the distractions and news from home.
"The only thing we'd get was one 10-minute phone call a
week," says Staff Sergeant John Fox, 32, of his deployment
to Iraq in 2003. There were no public computer terminals
available to the soldiers. Fox, who had his wife set up a Yahoo! Messenger account for him just days before this deployment, says there were "probably about three or four guys
who brought out laptops" to Iraq in 2003. "It was just a
bunch of guys all huddled around one laptop watching pirated DVDs."

I Am a Soldier Brave and True
By Bob N. Justus
I am a soldier brave and true
Serving the Red, White and Blue.
I suffer heat and biting cold
And can’t expect to grow old.
In places near and places far
I know little else but more war.

Yet, even with all of the changes that have taken place in the
past decade — the vast increase in interconnectedness, communications options and social-networking sites — troops,
young and old alike, still agree that the traditional letter to a
soldier still carries the most weight. "To me, a letter goes a
long way. Nowadays it'll mean a lot more because somebody

For Freedom’s foe never sleeps
While men die and women weep.
My pay is low but the odds great
That I face a horrible fate,

POST 134
CHRISTMAS PARTY IS COMING!

Protecting many who care less
And blame me for the world’s mess.
Yet I fight on for freedom’s sake,
Striving to stop a deadly snake
That will kill or enslave us all
If we don’t unite and stand tall.
If my generation fails to defend
The freedom our foe wants to end,
Then life itself is not fit to bear
Without the breath of freedom’s air.
Awake! Americans in our fair land,
Unite with me and make a stand

Saturday, December, 17, 2011 11:30 AM
DRUID HILLS GOLF CLUB — 740 CLIFTON ROAD NE — RESERVATIONS REQUIRED!

For nothing less than real victory
Can save freedom for you and me.

All this for $50 per person / $55 per person after December 9, 2011
Make check payable to: American Legion Post 134
Mail Checks to: Bryant Roland, 190 The Prado NE, Atlanta, GA 30309

(Written Nov. 11, 2009, Habersham
Co., Ga., in honor of veterans)

www.alpost134.org

NOVEMBER GUEST SPEAKER
Dr. Michael Mescon is the former Dean of the College of Business
Administration at Georgia State University. As an innovator and
pioneer, he established the first Chair of Private Enterprise at
Georgia State, which opened the door to such Chairs in Business
Schools throughout the country.

Todd Copley - Commander
tcopley220@yahoo.com 404-395-6077
John Kapsaroff - SVC
kapsaroj@comcast.net
770-980-0886
Norman Harbaugh - JVC
nrharb@parksprings.net 678-684-3701
George Hooten
Victor Mahoney
FOUNDING EDITORS OF THIS NEWSLETTER
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He earned his PhD at New York University, but has been the
recipient of two additional honorary doctorates -- from the Citadel
and from the College of Charleston. He interrupted his academic
career by spending two years in the Army. They weren't sure that
he was fully qualified with just a PhD, so they sent him to yet
another school -- Truck Driver School. Mike, in retirement, still
teaches a class in leadership at Georgia State University and is
much sought after as a motivational professional speaker.
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PETITE AUBERGE RESTAURANT
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LUNCH 1130 - 1300
COST $17.00
(Call the JVC if you need help with a ride)
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